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A Fiber Optic Probe for Tumor Laser Ablation with
Integrated Temperature Measurement Capability
R. Gassino, Y. Liu, M. Konstantaki, A. Vallan, Senior Member, IEEE, S. Pissadakis Member, OSA
and G. Perrone Senior Member, OSA, Member, IEEE
Abstract—The paper presents the characterization results of
a new all-optical applicator for improved tumor laser ablation
treatments that features customized irradiation pattern and built-
in temperature sensors. The probe exploits a double cladding
optical fiber to integrate some Bragg gratings acting as temper-
ature sensing elements in the core, while guiding the high power
beam used for the ablation in the inner cladding. The assessment
of the probe behavior has been conducted in two steps: first,
with an agar gel phantom to characterize the irradiation pattern
and to validate the Bragg grating based measurement setup
in comparison with a thermographic camera; then, simulating
actual treatments using an ex-vivo animal liver.
Index Terms—Tumor laser ablation, Hyperthermal treatments,
Fiber Optical Sensors, Fiber Bragg Gratings, Temperature mea-
surement
I. INTRODUCTION
M INIMALLY invasive treatments of solid tumors basedon electromagnetic waves - the so-called thermo-
therapies or ablations - are attracting an increasing interest
because they can constitute an effective alternative to surgical
resection, not only with lower physical impact, but also
capable of a substantial reduction in the overall intervention
costs [1]–[3]. Depending on the frequency of the electromag-
netic waves, thermal ablation is generally classified into Radio-
Frequency Ablation (RFA), MicroWave Ablation (MWA) and
Laser Ablation (LA), also known as Laser-Induced Thermo-
Therapy (LITT). Regardless of the specific operating principle,
malignant cells are killed by raising the tumor mass temper-
ature slightly above cytotoxic level (e.g., higher than about
50 ◦C to 60 ◦C [1], [2], [4]) trough specific applicators; for
deep lying organs the applicators are inserted percutaneously
using capillary needles guided to the right position with
the help of Ultra-Sonic (US), Magnetic Resonance (MR) or
Computed Tomography (CT) imaging [5].
LA is the most recent of these thermal treatments and, al-
though still not largely employed as routine clinical technique,
it has already shown great potential for becoming the elective
thermo-therapy for a broad range of carcinomas, such as those
in the liver, pancreas, kidneys and thyroid, to name the most
relevant [3], [6]–[8]. LA uses optical fiber-based applicators
to guide the laser beam into the tumor mass and cell death is
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induced through the heat generated by light absorption; besides
for the advantages intrinsic to the laser-based treatment, by
making use of all-dielectric applicators it is the only ablation
approach fully compatible with MR Imaging (MRI). There
are, however, limitations in LA too, mainly related to the
control of the laser energy effect, such as the lack of control on
the laser irradiation pattern and of real-time feedbacks about
the therapy outcome. In particular, it has been shown that
an improvement in the therapy effectiveness can be obtained
by careful monitoring of the ablation process parameters, the
most important being the induced temperature increase [2].
Indeed, while the temperature of the target area should be
raised to cytotoxic values, excessive water evaporation and
tissue carbonization must be avoided. Control of temperature
translates for LA mainly into control of laser power and
exposure time. The laser absorption, however, depends on
many factors so a priori temperature predictions are difficult
and not always accurate enough. Actual temperature increase
can be measured with many approaches, the most common
being the use of thermocouples or of thermistors, as done in
other forms of thermal ablation such as RFA. However, these
components are not easy to integrate into fiber-based probes
and, moreover, being metallic, they interact with the laser
beam and introduce measurement artifacts. As an alternative,
the already mentioned imaging techniques (US, MR and CT))
can provide temperature variation estimations in near-real time
too, but, due to equipment availability, operation complexity
and other limitations specific of each of these technique,
they are difficult to be used as routine methods [9], [10].
Another possibility is to use fiber optic sensors since they
can be made transparent to the high power ablation beam and
have a reduced footprint, so they do not introduce localized
overheating or other relevant heat distribution perturbations.
Particularly interesting are the sensors based on Fiber Bragg
Gratings (FBGs) [13] because already extensively investigated
as temperature sensors both in biomedical [14] [15] and
non-biomedical [16] [17] applications; moreover they are able
to measure temperatures with uncertainty below 1 ◦C [18],
exhibit good stability [19] and have reduced dimensions [20].
Temperature measurement requirements can be indeed rather
demanding, as accuracy better than few degrees, with spatial
resolution better than 1 cm and time response below 1 s
are typically requested to precisely monitor the temperature
distribution over the area under ablation, especially during the
fast tissue heating phase [11], [12].
To help overcoming some of the previously outlined lim-
itations in LA, we have developed a probe that integrates a
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customized laser irradiation pattern with all-fiber temperature
measurement capabilities, so it becomes possible matching
different tumor shapes and simultaneously monitoring the
treatment progress in real-time. In an early work [21] the probe
was made by integrating a FBG into the core of a Double
Clad Fiber (DCF). DCFs are specialty fibers with a three layer
structure (core, inner cladding, outer cladding) commonly used
for high power fiber amplifiers and lasers [22]: for these
applications the core is used to guide the laser signal, whereas
the inner cladding the pump power; in our application, the core
is used to guide the temperature sensing signal, and the inner
cladding the high power beam used for ablation. This probe
had the limitation of having a single temperature measurement
point, moreover averaged over the entire grating length (1 cm
to 2 cm), which can be non negligible in many practical
cases. In a more recent work [23] we developed an applicator
with multi-point all-optical temperature sensing capabilities
by surrounding a high power large area delivery fiber with
a set of standard single-mode fibers with FBGs inscribed
in their cores. These sensing fibers were scaled along the
longitudinal direction to improve the spatial resolution despite
the length of the gratings. Nevertheless the use of uniform
FBGs limit the spatial temperature measurement resolution,
so alternative techniques have been sought. Some studies are
aimed at the use of Chirped FBGs (CFBGs), while others
exploit the Optical Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR).
CFBGs are characterized by a variable period of the refractive
index perturbation, so that different wavelengths are reflected
at different points along the grating length; this way, it is in
principle possible to relate the shape of the grating spectral re-
sponse with the temperature profile distribution: the technique
is promising, although it cannot be considered reliable for
practical clinical applications yet [24], [25]. OFDR exploits the
changes in the amplitude, frequency and phase of continuously
back-scattered Raman, Brillouin or Rayleigh light along the
fiber to recover temperature and deformation profiles over
lengths that can extend up to several kilometers [26]. It is a
very powerful approach that has been so far mainly applied to
civil structural monitoring (e.g. pipelines, bridges, etc.); with
respect to the application targeted in this paper, these systems
are able to provide accurate enough temperature resolution
(down to 0.1 ◦C), but usually fails in terms of spatial resolution
(order the meters) or integration time (order of hundreds of
seconds) [27], [28], with the exception of an OFDR method
based on coherent demodulation of Rayleigh backscatter-
ing [29]. The commercial implementation of the latter has been
used to evaluate the temperature profile distribution during
simulated RFA procedures using liver phantoms [15]: the
results are very promising and the same approach could be
applied for LA as well. However, in the cited paper the induced
temperature increase has been measured though a stand-alone
fiber and further investigations would be necessary to evaluate
the impact of possible perturbation effects due to the high
power laser beam when a DCF structure is used to integrated
both delivery and sensing fibers, as in the probe considered
in this paper. Moreover, highest resolution is achieved only
with the help of post-processing routines, making real-time
accurate evaluations almost impossible.
Fig. 1. Layout of the laser ablation system with integrated temperature
measurement capability.
Therefore, in view of clinical tests, which typically require
more consolidated approaches, in this paper we present an
improved version of the LA applicator that integrates in the
core of a DCF a plurality of temperature sensing gratings and
we report on the characterizations aimed at evaluating through
their readings the extension of the ablated area. The remaining
of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. II presents the
development of the laser ablation system and the realization of
the probe, while Sect. III describes the probe characterization
using an agar gel phantom to mimic working conditions
similar to those found when treating liver tumors but without
reproducibility issues. Then, Sect. IV discusses the results
obtained in laser ablation simulations using an ex-vivo animal
liver and Sect. V draws the conclusions.
II. LASER ABLATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The laser ablation system layout in sketched in Fig. 1
and is composed of a few watt laser source, a home-made
FBG interrogation system, an ad-hoc combiner to multiplex
the high power beam with the sensing signal, and a probe
with customized irradiation pattern combined with all-optical
temperature sensing capability.
The high-power laser source is a diode module able to
deliver up to 10W at 915 nm (nominal value, but any diode
in the 9xx nm range would fit), a wavelength chosen be-
cause of the good balancing between tissue absorption and
penetration depth [30], [31] and for the reasonable cost-per-
watt being these modules largely employed for pumping high
power fiber lasers [22]. The FBG interrogator is made by
a Super-luminescent Light Emitting Diode (SLED) coupled
to a handheld spectrometer through a circulator and allows
estimating the temperature changes in different locations by
measuring the shift of the peak positions in the spectrum re-
flected by wavelength multiplexed FBGs acting as temperature
transducers. Since the resolution provided by the spectrometer
is about 100 pm, which is too coarse to meet the application
requirements, specific signal processing real-time routines are
used to improve it, down to few picometers, corresponding to
approximately 0.2◦ to 0.5◦ depending on the grating spectrum
profile and working conditions [12]. As already mentioned, the
probe is made out of a dual cladding fiber, similar to those of
high power fiber lasers [22], but in which the inner cladding
is used to guide the laser ablation beam and the core the
sensing signal (Fig. 2). In our applications we tested different
fibres with core ranging from 10 µm to 20 µm, inner cladding
diameter ranging from 200 µm to 600 µm and outer cladding
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the all-fiber probe based on a dual
cladding fiber.
some 200 µm larger than the corresponding inner cladding.
No appreciable changes in the optical performance have been
recorded, so the fiber diameter can be chosen according to
mechanical requirements only, in particular considering the
diameter of the catheter through which the applicator will be
inserted. In practice, a quite large inner cladding diameter
of 400 µm is likely to be used for most of the applications
as a compromise between invasive impact and mechanical
robustness.
The fiber Bragg grating acting as temperature sensors are
inscribed into the fiber core by using a standard phase mask
setup and a 193 nm high coherence excimer laser source
that delivers 190mJ/cm2 energy density with 10 ns pulses
and 30Hz repetition. Fig. 3 reports the reflection spectra
of two of these gratings inscribed in the core of a 20/400
DCF, together with the spectrum of another grating inscribed
in a common single-mode fiber, which has been used as
an additional temperature sensor to be placed outside the
applicator for comparisons. To inscribe two consecutive Bragg
gratings in the same core, first the fiber is irradiated through a
phase mask having a first period (e.g., 1073.20 nm for one
of the gratings whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 3), then
it is translated by 8mm and exposed again through a mask
having a second period (e.g., 1070 nm for the other of the
gratings whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 3). For example,
the inscription whose results are reported in Fig. 3 resulted
in two well defined Bragg reflection peaks with spectral
separation of 4.5 nm. Having more than one grating in the
fiber core allows quasi-distributed temperature measurements
and thus a better evaluation of the induced temperature profile,
especially to overcome possible underestimations when one
of the gratings happens to be positioned close to a blood
vessel. FBGs, however, have also the drawback of a relevant
cross-sensitivity with strain. This aspect has been effectively
exploited in some applications [32], but here it represents a
serious drawback since strain effects can not be distinguished
from temperature effects. To help mitigating this problem, we
protected the sensitized portion of the fiber by inserting it into
a quartz capillary, which is then collapsed on one end to seal
it; we verified that this solution is effective and introduces
negligible optical perturbations and acceptable thermal inertia
contributions [12].
Finally, customized irradiation patterns to match specific
tumor sizes and shapes are obtained through beam diffusers
Fig. 3. Reflection spectra of some of the fiber Bragg gratings used as
temperature sensors in the experiments reported in this paper: two gratings
inscribed in core of a 20/400 dual-clad fiber (blue) and one of gratings used as
stand-alone sensors external to the probe for characterization purposes (red).
Fig. 4. Picture reporting the detail of the local perturbations of the fiber
surface acting as irradiation points: side (left) and top (right) views.
fabricated by laser assisted micro-patterning of the fiber tip
surface after having removed the outer cladding [23]. A 100W
CO2 laser set at approximately 10% power output is used
to induce on the fiber surface local damages that will act
as irradiation points. If irradiation is required all around the
fiber (as for example when the applicator is inserted in the
middle of the tumor mass), the process has to be repeated after
having properly rotated the fiber. In a preliminary development
phase we had related the power and the scanning speed of the
laser beam with the depth of the induced damage and thus
with the desired local irradiation intensity to allow producing
customized patterns [21]; nevertheless, to have a better control
of the results, the irradiation pattern due to the induced fiber
surface modifications is continuously monitored after each
scan of the CO2 laser by feeding the fiber with the high
power laser beam and recording the irradiation image through
a camera. An example of the obtained surface modification is
shown in Fig. 4.
The probe irradiation pattern and temperature sensor po-
sition should be optimized depending of the tumor shape
and size; however, since the scope of the paper is not to
present a specific application but the probe structure itself and
describe its characterization, a probe with an almost uniform
irradiation has been used for the reported examples. This has
been fabricated by repeating the surface micro pattern three
times after having rotated the fiber by 120◦. Then, the lateral
irradiation characteristics affect also the residual power that is
radiated through the end face: in the considered probe this is
approximately 10%.
The peculiar use of the DCF requires the development of
a special fused fiber combiner (“Optical combiner” in Fig. 1)
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to properly route sensing and ablating signals. This is realized
using a tailored version of the devices known as (N +1) × 1
“pump combiners with feed-through fiber” typically used in
high power fiber laser applications [22].
III. TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENT
A. Measurement Setup
The probe capability to create a wide enough area having
the temperature values required for an effective laser ablation
and to provide adequate feedback to the operator about the ob-
tained temperature has been assessed using the setup depicted
in Fig. 5 with the following procedure.
1) Realization of a phantom to simulate typical work-
ing conditions, but in a more controlled environment
(avoidance of tissue variability and temperature profile
distorting agents, like blood vessels).
2) Validation of the grating sensors using a particular
configuration of the phantom that allows comparing the
temperature read in different locations by the FBGs with
that obtained with a thermographic camera.
3) Simulation of an actual laser ablation procedure (a con-
dition that does not allow using a thermographic camera)
and estimation of the effectiveness of the treatment
relying for the temperature measurement on the reading
of the gratings only.
Targeting the ablation of deep-laying organs, we chose for
the phantom material an ink-loaded agar gel with suitable com-
position to mimic optical and thermal properties of liver [23],
[30], [33], [34]. Then, to easily insert the probe under test and
possibly other additional sensors while maintaining the desired
relative positions among them, we cast the gel in the form of
two disks that can be superimposed one on the top of the
other. This configuration has also the advantage of allowing
the thermographic camera to measure the temperature in the
same location of the gratings when the upper disk is removed.
Of course, the condition that best matches an actual ablation
treatment is with the upper disk present, when the temperature
distribution at the grating level cannot be measured through the
thermographic camera. Therefore, while the temperature along
the probe axis can be measured by the integrated gratings, the
evaluation of the area affected by the treatment through the
measure of the temperature spatial distribution perpendicular
to the probe axis requires some additional FBG-based sensors
deployed outside the probe, as it can be seen in Fig. 6. Here it
is shown an example of a probe with two integrated gratings
(FBG4 and FBG5) positioned on the top of the lower agar gel
disk together with three additional FBGs used to measure the
temperature immediately close to the applicator (FBG1) and
at a distance of 0.5 cm (FBG2) and of 1 cm (FBG3) from it,
respectively. Particular care has to used in laying the FBGs
external to the probe to avoid parasitic strains.
Prior to the probe assessment tests, all the FBG-based
sensors have undergone extensive characterizations using an
environmental chamber and a calibrated thermometer to com-
pute the individual wavelength-shift-to-temperature conversion
coefficient.
Fig. 5. Picture of probe characterization setup. Fibers lie on the lower agar
gel disk and are maintained in the right position using a home-made holder.
The temperature distribution on the grating plane is monitored using also a
thermographic camera. The upper agar gel disk is not shown in this picture
being this the configuration used to compare the readings from the gratings
with those from the thermographic camera.
Fig. 6. Close-up of picture in Fig. 5 highlighting one of the developed laser
ablation probes together with three other external fiber Bragg grating sensors
laid on one of the disks forming the agar phantom.
B. Grating Temperature Sensors Characterization Results
Using the approach outlined in Sect. II, two 5mm long
Bragg gratings separated by about 3mm have been inscribed
[35] in the core of some 20/400 DCFs, whose surface has
then been modified using a CO2 laser to produce a uniform
radiation pattern that allows treating an area of approximately
3 cm by 2 cm. In particular, for the probe whose characteriza-
tion measurements are reported in this paper, both integrated
gratings are within the region of almost uniform irradiation.
The probes have then been characterized both in terms of laser
irradiation pattern and of temperature measurement capabili-
ties using the agar gel phantom and setup previously described.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison among the readings of the
gratings positioned as in Fig. 6 during a simulated ablation
process. The probes and the additional external gratings are
sandwiched between two 3 cm thick agar gel disks. The laser
power was limited to 2W to maintain the maximum temper-
ature lower than 50 ◦C because we experimentally verified a
degradation in the agar gel properties above this value. All
the gratings have the same time constant, which is mainly
due to the agar thermal properties, while the maximum peak
shift in their response - thus the temperature read - depends
on the grating position with respect to the high power beam
delivery. The sensors integrated within the probe (FBG4 and
FBG5) and that immediately external in same intermediate
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Fig. 7. Comparison among the readings of the various gratings during
a simulated ablation process. The laser has been switched off before the
maximum temperature reached 50 ◦C to avoid degradations in the agar gel.
position along the irradiation pattern (FBG1) are in good
agreement, with maximum temperature difference less than
3 ◦C. This difference is due to the thermal resistances of the
delivery-capillary-agar path. The temperature variation along
the transverse direction is about 14 ◦C between FBG1 and
FBG2 (i.e., in about 0.5 cm), and reduces to about 10 ◦C
between FBG2 and FBG3 (i.e., again in about 0.5 cm), de-
noting a quite large temperature gradient, especially close to
the probe. As for probe longitudinal direction, the temperature
distribution is quite uniform (the variation between FBG4 and
FBG5 is less than 2 ◦C in about 1 cm), as required for the
targeted applications.
To validate the readings of the grating-based sensors we
have to make the thermographic camera measure the same
temperature distribution and this can be obtained only by
removing the upper gel disk. Therefore, in another simulated
ablation process we maintained the laser on (again 2W for
allowed maximum temperature reasons) until the temperature
reached an almost stable value, then we removed the upper
disk, leaving the laser on until temperatures reached about
50 ◦C. The temperature read by the various gratings during
this test are shown in Fig. 8. The curves show a temperature
increase in correspondence of the upper disk removal (identi-
fied by the small glitch) that is due to the lower conductivity
of air with respect to that of the agar. Fig. 9 reports the thermal
images taken at the different time instants numbered in Fig. 8:
from this set of images it is evident that the laser irradiation
pattern is effective in creating a high temperature region
around the applicator and that the temperature distribution
exhibits a large gradient while the laser is on. This can be
graphically appreciated also from Fig. 10, which reports the
contour plot of the temperature distribution in correspondence
of the first (laser on, therefore ablation in progress) and
fifth (close to laser switch-off time) time instants marked in
Fig. 8. The isothermal lines defining the area with cytotoxic
temperature values when the laser is on has an elliptical shape
as expected, with eccentricity of about 0.9, which is close to
Fig. 8. Temperature read by the various grating sensors during a simulated
laser ablation experiment in which at a certain point the upper disk of the
phantom is removed; numbers refer to the thermographic images in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Thermographic images corresponding to the different time instants
numbered in Fig. 8.
the target value.
Thermal images and grating results are in good agreement as
it can be seen from Fig. 11 that compares the readings from
the thermographic camera and those of the external FBG1,
FBG2 and FBG3 gratings added for profile characterization
purposes. The curves corresponding to the integrated gratings
FBG4 and FBG5 have been omitted for clarity; nevertheless
the correspondence between the reading from the gratings
inscribed inside the probe and FBG1 has already been proved
in Fig. 8). During normal operation (i.e., when the laser is
on) the maximum error is limited to less than 0.7 ◦C and this
validates the readings from the external gratings and thus their
Fig. 10. Contour plots of the temperature distribution in correspondence of
the first and fifth time instants in Fig. 8. The leftmost plot is for a laser on
conditions and allows determining the area where ablation if effective because
corresponding to a cytotoxic temperature value (yellow curves).
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Fig. 11. Detail of Fig. 8 around the time at which the upper disk is removed
and comparison of with corresponding temperature read by the thermographic
camera.
use to estimate the area where ablation takes place.
IV. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATIONS
The tests with the agar phantom have been used to validate
the correspondence between the readings of the thermographic
camera and those of the FBG-based temperature sensors, both
integrated within the probe and added externally for charac-
terization purposes. Actual evaluation of the probe behavior,
however, requires a more realistic phantom, since, for instance,
in practical cases light absorption is strongly dependent on
the local tissue composition. This has been done reproducing
with an ex-vivo animal liver the same setup as that used with
the agar phantom (Fig. 12): we cut the liver in two slices
to allow “sandwiching” the applicator and the other sensors
used for its characterization while precisely controlling their
relative positions. In actual applications, in which only the
applicator will be necessary, this will be inserted in the organ
through a metallic catheter of suitable diameter (these catheters
are common in surgical interventions and exists in many size,
expressed in french scale [36]) that will then be retracted to
expose the applicator and allow it freely radiate. Since the
external FBG1, which is in strict contact with the laser probe,
had already been demonstrated to be in good agreement with
the inscribed FBG4 and FBG5, to simplify the layout in the
setup shown in Fig. 12 we omitted this external grating. As
for FBG2 and FBG3, they have been placed in about the same
position as in the agar phantom.
As reported in Tab. I, different tests have been carried out
keeping the energy constant, but with power ranging from 2W
to 4W. As general comment, in all the cases the duration
of the ablation is shorter than that with the gel phantom
because a faster stabilization of the temperature has been
observed. This also highlights the importance of non limiting
the characterization of the probes to the use of gel phantoms
only; this has been important as a preliminary step to validate
the reading the grating-based sensors in comparison with those
of a thermographic camera or to image the irradiation pattern
Fig. 12. Photo of the probe with two external gratings used to evaluate the
irradiated area before the beginning of the liver ablation procedures. The 1
Euro coins allows a immediate visual estimation of the sizes.
Fig. 13. Picture of the ablation obtained with 2W of power for 150 s.
in conditions as close as possible to those found in practical
uses, but the actual behavior of the probe can be evaluated
only using a real liver, albeit ex-vivo.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE TESTS CARRIED OUT USING THE EX-VIVO LIVER.
Power [W] 2 2 3 4
Energy [J] 300 300 300 300
FBG2 [◦C] 50.4 57.3 37.9 58.7
FBG3 [◦C] 26.2 31.2 24.9 27.9
Fig. 13 shows a picture of the result obtained for 2W of
power delivered for 150 s. At the end of the ablation, the
treated area turned out to be 2 cm × 1 cm in excellent agree-
ment with that determined by the temperature decay profile
recovered from the reading of the integrated and external
gratings, setting the cell necrosis temperature limit of 50 ◦C.
The reproducibility has been tested moving the probe in other
positions using the same liver; an example is test number 2 in
Tab. I (corresponding to the second image from left in Fig. 14)
for which we obtained similar results but with a slightly
larger treated area, as testified by a slightly higher temperature
read by FBG2. Longer longitudinal extensions have been
obtained for the other power levels, as shown in Fig. 14. The
temperature read by FBG2 in the 3W case is lower than what
expected from the analysis of the corresponding lesion size in
Fig. 14 because the grating resulted to be positioned close to a
blood vessel. This provides a further evidence of the necessity
of redundancy in the number of gratings within the irradiated
area.
The importance of carefully controlling the temperature is
demonstrated in Fig. 15, where it is shown a carbonization
that occurred for 4W maintained for 150 s. Comparing the
ablation parameters used for the last case in Tab. I with those
that led to the carbonization (same power but different energy),
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Fig. 14. Sequence of ablations keeping the energy constant at 300 J; from
left to right: 2W, repetition of 2W, 3W and 4W.
Fig. 15. Example of a carbonization that occurred for 4W of power and
150 s duration.
it is evident the key role of real time temperature monitoring
to ensure proper necrosis of malignant cells while avoiding
overheating.
V. CONCLUSION
Laser ablation is a promising treatment that presents several
advantages with respect to other thermal therapies; however,
its effectiveness is strictly dependent on the probe radiation
pattern with respect to the tumor shape and on the induced
temperature increase distribution that, in turn, to be measured
in real-time requires specific sensors not influenced by the
laser radiation.
To improve the LA outcomes and help increasing its clinical
applications we have proposed a new optical probe based on
a dual cladding optical fiber that: i) can be designed with
customized irradiation pattern to fit the tissue volume to be
treated; ii) embeds some FBG sensors to allow measuring
in real-time the induced temperature and thus optimizing the
treatment outcome.
A probe prototype designed to produce an elliptical pattern
has been developed and characterized using a two-step proce-
dure. First, with help of an ink-loaded agar gel phantom the
shape of the generated thermal pattern has been evaluated from
the readings of the the FBG sensors integrated in the probe
combined with those of some other external FBG sensors, both
validated by comparison with thermographic images. Then,
further characterizations in a more realistic environment have
been carried out using an ex-vivo animal liver. Some tests
have been conducted for different durations and power levels,
while maintaining constant the overall radiated energy. The
results have shown that the thermal pattern has the same
shape obtained with the agar gel phantom but the coagulated
area and the temperature distribution are not only related to
the radiated energy but they also depends on the presence
of vessels and other tissue non-uniformities, evidencing the
importance of properly monitoring the temperature to ensure
reaching cytotoxic level without carbonizations. This will be
even more relevant in in-vivo tests because of the presence of
blood perfusion.
From the presented set of experiments it has been possible
to verify that the relation between the temperature read by
the gratings integrated into the probe and that of the external
ones determined during ablation simulations carried out using
agar phantoms and ex-vivo phantoms can be used to predict
the results of real minimally invasive ablation treatments in
which only the probe is inserted into the target organ.
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